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Reading free Skills training for struggling kids

promoting your childs behavioral emotional academic

and social development [PDF]

challenging kids don t behave badly on purpose they are simply struggling to catch up in key areas of

psychological and cognitive development if your child or teen s emotional or behavioral difficulties are

getting in the way of success at home at school or in social situations this is the book for you dr michael

bloomquist has spent decades helping parents to understand acting out kids and support their healthy

development in these pages he presents tried and true ways you can build your 5 to 17 year old s skills

to follow rules and behave honestly curb angry outbursts make and maintain friendships express feelings

productively stay on task at school resolve conflicts with siblings manage stress loads of checklists

worksheets and troubleshooting tips help you select and implement the strategies that meet your child s

specific needs you ll also build your own skills for parenting effectively when the going gets tough

systematic compassionate and practical the book is grounded in state of the art research the road to

positive changes for your child and family starts here mental health professionals see also the related title

the practitioner guide to skills training for struggling kids updated edition of best seller foreword by michael

pladus 1999 national principal of the yearnationally respected educator lecturer and author carolyn warner

shares the latest field tested communication strategies to help promote your school increase public

confidence and improve internal communications this book includes forms handouts and checklists from

national principals of the year for principals and administrators to emulate and reproduce this new second

edition includes the communication process and dealing with perceptions a step by step guide to

developing a marketing plan involving parents in the school and understanding the changing

demographics new techniques for improving staff and student communication building media relations for

the novice creating a school crisis team young adults are in the prime position to write children s books

because they can actually remember what it was like to be a kid take jake marcionette for example who

reached the ny times bestseller list at the age of 12 his books for middle grades are praised for having

such a realistic authentic voice this book gives the young audience everything they need to know to

successfully write and publish a children s book from understanding the children s book market to learning

about illustrations and design this book has it all top publishers and writers in the industry such as aaron

shepard susan collins thoms fiona tapp and more have lent their expertise to this book to provide an

overview of everything that is needed in the process also included is a foreword by children s book author

cathleen francisco and an afterword by author mentor and entrepreneur melissa carter you will learn what

morals and values publishers and readers look for in good children s books what you should expect in a

publication deal what material is appropriate for each age range and how to convey messages in a way

that appeals to both parents and children this book will help you learn how to build a relationship with your

editor what to expect in revisions and the process of selling your book any young adult that is interested
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in starting any kind of writing career will learn valuable tips and tricks to understanding the publishing

market with this conversational easy to read book a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great

book for every reader create a successful and affordable marketing campaign for your local small

business using the tips and detailed 10 point step by step method in how to market advertise and promote

your business or service in your own backyard discover tried and true tactics that produce results without

wasting your time and money even if you only have access to a small budget and minimal resources

using this handy and practical guide you can gain access to information about incorporation web design

search engine marketing positioning and sales management today there are thousands upon thousands of

self published authors most of them are invisible nobody knows about them or their books the sad truth is

that writing a book is the easy part getting it out there getting it seen that s the hard part a lot of people

waste their time posting links in facebook groups forget facebook groups there s a better way to promote

your book your one stop guide to writing and selling books for children get the tools you need to develop

story ideas that work strengthen your writing skills improve your work habits write for different age groups

look at your work critically submit proposals and manuscripts find the right publisher for your work

understand and negotiate contracts work with agents and editors join the writing community do you dream

of becoming the next j k rowling are you excited about writing for children but have no idea how to begin

or where to send your material now respected children s writer barbara seuling gives you the essential

steps to getting published in the competitive exciting world of children s literature from finding story ideas

and creating character sketches to plotting writing dialogue editing and revising your work you ll learn how

to complete a manuscript and prepare it for submission whether you want to write picture or chapter

books fiction or nonfiction poetry or plays seuling helps you master the different genres and capture a

child s interest and imagination from the early years to young adult her fully revised guide also covers the

major developments in book publishing including vital information about using the internet to research the

market and contact publishers seuling even discusses recent successes such as the harry potter series as

well as the growth of amazon com complete with updated lists of writing organizations marketing

information and recommended reading this is the only guide you need to start writing get published and

touch the lives of children you ve created a steam program in your library but how do you work literacy

into the curriculum with this collection of resource recommendations direction for program development

and activities you ll have students reading proficiently in no time many schools and libraries are

implementing steam programs in the school library makerspace to promote problem solving by allowing

students to create their own solutions to a problem through trial and error in order to enhance literacy

development in the steam program however they need resources for integrating literature into the

curriculum in this collection of resources for doing just that veteran education professionals and practiced

coauthors liz knowles and martha smith bring readers over eight hundred recommended and annotated

books and web resources selected based on research on successfully integrating steam and literacy

programs and organized by the five steam areas titles are complemented by discussion questions and

problem solving activities that will aid educators in both adding and using the best literature to their steam

programs for encouraging learning in addition to promoting literacy these resources will help to develop

creativity lateral thinking skills and confidence in students do you have what it takes to become an author
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but are not sure where to start promote your book gives enterprising authors the advantage they need to

navigate the publishing industry and gain a better understanding of what book promotion is all about this

well organized collection of the most successful low cost and no cost ideas provides solutions for both

aspiring and seasoned authors in any genre you will learn how to promote the book without changing your

lifestyle how to promote creatively locally and through social media submit news releases and tip sheets

arrange book signings radio and tv appearances enhance marketing skills spend money in all the right

places and more how to write fiction and nonfiction for children and young adults challenging kids don t

behave badly on purpose they are simply struggling with the demands on their psychological development

this clear compassionate guide gives ways to help kids follow rules get along better with family members

and peers express their feelings productively and succeed in the classroom nationally recognized expert

robert emery applies his twenty five years of experience as a researcher therapist and mediator to offer

parents a new road map to divorce dr emery shows how our powerful emotions and the way we handle

them shape how we divorce and whether our children suffer or thrive in the long run his message is

hopeful yet realistic divorce is invariably painful but parents can help promote their children s resilience

with compassion and authority dr emery explains why it is so hard to really make divorce work how anger

and fighting can keep people from really separating why legal matters should be one of the last tasks why

parental love and limit setting can be the best therapy for kids how to talk to children create workable

parenting schedules and more he summer reading program is the focal point of a children s librarian s

year requiring countless hours of preparation and nearly year round promotion summer reading programs

for teens and adults are also offered in many communities adding to that workload and bringing together

librarians from different departments to accomplish the required tasks in a single volume successful

summer reading programs for all ages a practical guide for librarians provides the tools necessary to put

together successful summer reading programs for each of these different age groups key elements

include sample program ideas for early childhood school age teen and adult readers to suit any summer

reading theme best practices for promoting summer reading to the community troubleshooting for common

difficulties associated with summer reading programs tips and tricks for using software programs to

manage registration and track readers progress public librarians serving children teens and or adults will

find everything they need to put together a successful summer reading program in this comprehensive

handbook presents strategies activities and examples for parents to help their children succeed in school

who would have thought that the prince of darkness would become one of the most popular tv dads in

history now the same unbounded energy of the osbournes is captured in this companion book revealing

the hilarious shocking heartwarming and always entertaining moments of america s unlikeliest tv

celebrities full color photos throughout from a harvard faculty member and oral language specialist an

invaluable guide that gives readers evidence based tools and techniques to communicate more effectively

with children in ways that let them foster relationships with less conflict and more joy and kindness

science has shown that the best way to help our kids become independent confident kind empathetic and

happy is by talking with them yet so often parents educators and caregivers have trouble communicating

with kids conversations can feel trivial or strained or worse are marked by constant conflict in the art of

talking with children rebecca rolland a harvard faculty member speech pathologist and mother arms adults
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with practical tools to help them have productive and meaningful conversations with children of all ages

whether it s engaging an obstinate toddler or getting the most monosyllabic adolescent to open up the art

of talking with children shows us how quality communication or rich talk can help us build the skills and

capacities children need to thrive a sought after packager of high school students shares 272 secrets to

help parents get their kids into the top schools targeting the savvy parents of today s college bound

teenagers who seek to gain a proven edge in the college admissions process this book reveals 272 little

known secrets to help parents get their kids into the school of their dreams did you know a child s

guidance counselor can help reverse a deferral a parent can help get a child off a waiting list there is a

way for students to back out of early decision once they ve been accepted based on the controversial

insider information elizabeth wissner gross has gleaned from working as a highly successful packager of

high school students and from interviews with heads of admission at the nation s top colleges this book

empowers parents by decoding the admissions process this hands on guide helps teachers understand

the complexity and humanity behind school safety and security issues and their role in promoting using

their professional knowledge and expertise a safe school environment while other books teach security

techniques lockdowns and drills this unique resource focuses on acknowledging a teacher s role at the

forefront of maintaining safe schools as they spend the most time with students throughout the day the

book offers comfort and resources to these teachers on the front lines with comprehensive guidance on

how to identify advocate for and collaborate on school safety issues it also provides invaluable information

on classroom management responding to trauma striving for more equitable outcomes and finding and

using other voices each chapter is filled with reflection questions tools and what would you do scenarios

making this the perfect resource to work on with a colleague or study group with the practical advice in

this book you ll feel more prepared and confident to tackle difficult decisions on both a small and larger

scale writing for kids can be fun and rewarding if you can break into the competitive world of children s

book publishing learn how to write and promote a children s book that will impress any publisher provides

a series of lesson on foreshortening surface shading shadow density contour overlapping and size and

suggests that daily practice is important for developing one s artistic skills infoworld is targeted to senior it

professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people

companies and projects diamond horoscope 2018 presents complete prediction for the year 2018 detailed

monthly prediction in depth weekly forecasts with last four months of 2017 it predicts all about your life is

a nutshell emphasizing various aspects like marriage family relations business career marital relations

travel child health money vital vastu tips for successful life prevention of shani s bad effect transit

movements of various planets rahu kaal important dates holidays and festivals in 2018 and much more as

being the most popular booklet it has been included in limca book of records offers year round advice and

suggestions on all aspects of promotion containing the public messages speeches and statements of the

president 1956 1992 grade level 1 2 3 4 k p e a brooklyn kid hustles his way to the top of a sports

marketing and memorabilia empire brandon steiner went from a kid who sat in the nosebleed seats at

yankee and shea stadiums to ceo of steiner sports marketing inc one of the largest sports marketing and

memorabilia companies in the united states with an inventory of more than 10 000 collectibles you gotta

have balls details steiner s multiple entrepreneurial adventures where he has both learned and taught
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others his fair share of rules along the way he developed some of the most innovative approaches to

business methods that many of today s companies would be wise to observe and employ themselves you

gotta have balls follows steiner on his pathway to success by demonstrating the business philosophies

that allowed him to become the powerful magnate that he is these ideals include first to market is

everything ask what else when working with clients to enhance relationships and elicit more business don

t expand just for the sake of expanding do it in areas and industries where your passion lies how to train

employees while they re in the minor leagues to prepare them for the majors learn to clearly identify ways

to help others rather than sell to them to align employees and partners with their strengths and to discover

a path where you re most likely to succeed it s history with the nasty bits left in want to know how to be

very rude without anybody knowing some murky medieval jokes what to say if someone calls you

mundungus hackum or jabbernowl get your revenge with some really wicked words even english teachers

will be speechless demonstrates tools and techniques for increasing site traffic including overall design

exposure to search engines newsgroups e mail mailing lists linking strategies and online advertising a

guide to graphic novels for children and pre teens offers historical and genre information provides

collection building tips and discusses how to manage promote and maintain the collection this

comprehensive guide puts the magazine and book editors who buy children s stories and illustrations

within reach of writers and artists who want to sell their work
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Skills Training for Struggling Kids

2012-11-29

challenging kids don t behave badly on purpose they are simply struggling to catch up in key areas of

psychological and cognitive development if your child or teen s emotional or behavioral difficulties are

getting in the way of success at home at school or in social situations this is the book for you dr michael

bloomquist has spent decades helping parents to understand acting out kids and support their healthy

development in these pages he presents tried and true ways you can build your 5 to 17 year old s skills

to follow rules and behave honestly curb angry outbursts make and maintain friendships express feelings

productively stay on task at school resolve conflicts with siblings manage stress loads of checklists

worksheets and troubleshooting tips help you select and implement the strategies that meet your child s

specific needs you ll also build your own skills for parenting effectively when the going gets tough

systematic compassionate and practical the book is grounded in state of the art research the road to

positive changes for your child and family starts here mental health professionals see also the related title

the practitioner guide to skills training for struggling kids

Promoting Your School

2000-06-21

updated edition of best seller foreword by michael pladus 1999 national principal of the yearnationally

respected educator lecturer and author carolyn warner shares the latest field tested communication

strategies to help promote your school increase public confidence and improve internal communications

this book includes forms handouts and checklists from national principals of the year for principals and

administrators to emulate and reproduce this new second edition includes the communication process and

dealing with perceptions a step by step guide to developing a marketing plan involving parents in the

school and understanding the changing demographics new techniques for improving staff and student

communication building media relations for the novice creating a school crisis team

So You Want to… Write a Children’s Book

2016-11-30

young adults are in the prime position to write children s books because they can actually remember what

it was like to be a kid take jake marcionette for example who reached the ny times bestseller list at the

age of 12 his books for middle grades are praised for having such a realistic authentic voice this book

gives the young audience everything they need to know to successfully write and publish a children s

book from understanding the children s book market to learning about illustrations and design this book

has it all top publishers and writers in the industry such as aaron shepard susan collins thoms fiona tapp

and more have lent their expertise to this book to provide an overview of everything that is needed in the
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process also included is a foreword by children s book author cathleen francisco and an afterword by

author mentor and entrepreneur melissa carter you will learn what morals and values publishers and

readers look for in good children s books what you should expect in a publication deal what material is

appropriate for each age range and how to convey messages in a way that appeals to both parents and

children this book will help you learn how to build a relationship with your editor what to expect in

revisions and the process of selling your book any young adult that is interested in starting any kind of

writing career will learn valuable tips and tricks to understanding the publishing market with this

conversational easy to read book

The Only Writing Series You'll Ever Need

2006-10-30

a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great book for every reader

Promotion of Adoption, Safety, and Support for Abused and Neglected

Children

1999

create a successful and affordable marketing campaign for your local small business using the tips and

detailed 10 point step by step method in how to market advertise and promote your business or service in

your own backyard discover tried and true tactics that produce results without wasting your time and

money even if you only have access to a small budget and minimal resources using this handy and

practical guide you can gain access to information about incorporation web design search engine

marketing positioning and sales management

How to Market, Advertise and Promote Your Business or Service in

Your Own Backyard

2008-08-29

today there are thousands upon thousands of self published authors most of them are invisible nobody

knows about them or their books the sad truth is that writing a book is the easy part getting it out there

getting it seen that s the hard part a lot of people waste their time posting links in facebook groups forget

facebook groups there s a better way to promote your book

How to Promote Your Self-Published Kindle Books for Free

2011-01-06
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your one stop guide to writing and selling books for children get the tools you need to develop story ideas

that work strengthen your writing skills improve your work habits write for different age groups look at your

work critically submit proposals and manuscripts find the right publisher for your work understand and

negotiate contracts work with agents and editors join the writing community do you dream of becoming

the next j k rowling are you excited about writing for children but have no idea how to begin or where to

send your material now respected children s writer barbara seuling gives you the essential steps to getting

published in the competitive exciting world of children s literature from finding story ideas and creating

character sketches to plotting writing dialogue editing and revising your work you ll learn how to complete

a manuscript and prepare it for submission whether you want to write picture or chapter books fiction or

nonfiction poetry or plays seuling helps you master the different genres and capture a child s interest and

imagination from the early years to young adult her fully revised guide also covers the major

developments in book publishing including vital information about using the internet to research the market

and contact publishers seuling even discusses recent successes such as the harry potter series as well

as the growth of amazon com complete with updated lists of writing organizations marketing information

and recommended reading this is the only guide you need to start writing get published and touch the

lives of children

How to Write a Children's Book and Get It Published

2018-06-01

you ve created a steam program in your library but how do you work literacy into the curriculum with this

collection of resource recommendations direction for program development and activities you ll have

students reading proficiently in no time many schools and libraries are implementing steam programs in

the school library makerspace to promote problem solving by allowing students to create their own

solutions to a problem through trial and error in order to enhance literacy development in the steam

program however they need resources for integrating literature into the curriculum in this collection of

resources for doing just that veteran education professionals and practiced coauthors liz knowles and

martha smith bring readers over eight hundred recommended and annotated books and web resources

selected based on research on successfully integrating steam and literacy programs and organized by the

five steam areas titles are complemented by discussion questions and problem solving activities that will

aid educators in both adding and using the best literature to their steam programs for encouraging

learning in addition to promoting literacy these resources will help to develop creativity lateral thinking

skills and confidence in students

Boost Your STEAM Program with Great Literature and Activities

2011-08-10

do you have what it takes to become an author but are not sure where to start promote your book gives
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enterprising authors the advantage they need to navigate the publishing industry and gain a better

understanding of what book promotion is all about this well organized collection of the most successful

low cost and no cost ideas provides solutions for both aspiring and seasoned authors in any genre you

will learn how to promote the book without changing your lifestyle how to promote creatively locally and

through social media submit news releases and tip sheets arrange book signings radio and tv

appearances enhance marketing skills spend money in all the right places and more

Promote Your Book

1998

how to write fiction and nonfiction for children and young adults

Writing Books for Kids and Teens

2012-11-01

challenging kids don t behave badly on purpose they are simply struggling with the demands on their

psychological development this clear compassionate guide gives ways to help kids follow rules get along

better with family members and peers express their feelings productively and succeed in the classroom

Skills Training for Struggling Kids

2006-01-31

nationally recognized expert robert emery applies his twenty five years of experience as a researcher

therapist and mediator to offer parents a new road map to divorce dr emery shows how our powerful

emotions and the way we handle them shape how we divorce and whether our children suffer or thrive in

the long run his message is hopeful yet realistic divorce is invariably painful but parents can help promote

their children s resilience with compassion and authority dr emery explains why it is so hard to really

make divorce work how anger and fighting can keep people from really separating why legal matters

should be one of the last tasks why parental love and limit setting can be the best therapy for kids how to

talk to children create workable parenting schedules and more

The Truth About Children and Divorce

2018-03-01

he summer reading program is the focal point of a children s librarian s year requiring countless hours of

preparation and nearly year round promotion summer reading programs for teens and adults are also

offered in many communities adding to that workload and bringing together librarians from different

departments to accomplish the required tasks in a single volume successful summer reading programs for
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all ages a practical guide for librarians provides the tools necessary to put together successful summer

reading programs for each of these different age groups key elements include sample program ideas for

early childhood school age teen and adult readers to suit any summer reading theme best practices for

promoting summer reading to the community troubleshooting for common difficulties associated with

summer reading programs tips and tricks for using software programs to manage registration and track

readers progress public librarians serving children teens and or adults will find everything they need to put

together a successful summer reading program in this comprehensive handbook

Successful Summer Reading Programs for All Ages

2008

presents strategies activities and examples for parents to help their children succeed in school

Peak Performance for Smart Kids

2002

who would have thought that the prince of darkness would become one of the most popular tv dads in

history now the same unbounded energy of the osbournes is captured in this companion book revealing

the hilarious shocking heartwarming and always entertaining moments of america s unlikeliest tv

celebrities full color photos throughout

Officially Osbourne

2022-03-01

from a harvard faculty member and oral language specialist an invaluable guide that gives readers

evidence based tools and techniques to communicate more effectively with children in ways that let them

foster relationships with less conflict and more joy and kindness science has shown that the best way to

help our kids become independent confident kind empathetic and happy is by talking with them yet so

often parents educators and caregivers have trouble communicating with kids conversations can feel trivial

or strained or worse are marked by constant conflict in the art of talking with children rebecca rolland a

harvard faculty member speech pathologist and mother arms adults with practical tools to help them have

productive and meaningful conversations with children of all ages whether it s engaging an obstinate

toddler or getting the most monosyllabic adolescent to open up the art of talking with children shows us

how quality communication or rich talk can help us build the skills and capacities children need to thrive

The Art of Talking with Children

2006-08-03
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a sought after packager of high school students shares 272 secrets to help parents get their kids into the

top schools targeting the savvy parents of today s college bound teenagers who seek to gain a proven

edge in the college admissions process this book reveals 272 little known secrets to help parents get their

kids into the school of their dreams did you know a child s guidance counselor can help reverse a deferral

a parent can help get a child off a waiting list there is a way for students to back out of early decision

once they ve been accepted based on the controversial insider information elizabeth wissner gross has

gleaned from working as a highly successful packager of high school students and from interviews with

heads of admission at the nation s top colleges this book empowers parents by decoding the admissions

process

What Colleges Don't Tell You (And Other Parents Don't Want You to

Know)

2022-11-01

this hands on guide helps teachers understand the complexity and humanity behind school safety and

security issues and their role in promoting using their professional knowledge and expertise a safe school

environment while other books teach security techniques lockdowns and drills this unique resource

focuses on acknowledging a teacher s role at the forefront of maintaining safe schools as they spend the

most time with students throughout the day the book offers comfort and resources to these teachers on

the front lines with comprehensive guidance on how to identify advocate for and collaborate on school

safety issues it also provides invaluable information on classroom management responding to trauma

striving for more equitable outcomes and finding and using other voices each chapter is filled with

reflection questions tools and what would you do scenarios making this the perfect resource to work on

with a colleague or study group with the practical advice in this book you ll feel more prepared and

confident to tackle difficult decisions on both a small and larger scale

Promoting Your Voice on School Safety

2011-01-18

writing for kids can be fun and rewarding if you can break into the competitive world of children s book

publishing learn how to write and promote a children s book that will impress any publisher

The Everything Guide to Writing Children's Books

1988-09-15

provides a series of lesson on foreshortening surface shading shadow density contour overlapping and

size and suggests that daily practice is important for developing one s artistic skills
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Mark Kistler'S Draw Squad

2021

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers

infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects

Launch Your Kid: How to Promote Your Child's Academic and Personal

Success...

2001

diamond horoscope 2018 presents complete prediction for the year 2018 detailed monthly prediction in

depth weekly forecasts with last four months of 2017 it predicts all about your life is a nutshell

emphasizing various aspects like marriage family relations business career marital relations travel child

health money vital vastu tips for successful life prevention of shani s bad effect transit movements of

various planets rahu kaal important dates holidays and festivals in 2018 and much more as being the

most popular booklet it has been included in limca book of records

Resources in Education

1994

offers year round advice and suggestions on all aspects of promotion

Great Promotion and Publicity Ideas for Youth Ministry

1999-08-23

containing the public messages speeches and statements of the president 1956 1992

flash 55 Free Promotions -- 55 FREE Ways to Promote Your CLNC®

Business

2017-09-02

grade level 1 2 3 4 k p e

InfoWorld

1996

a brooklyn kid hustles his way to the top of a sports marketing and memorabilia empire brandon steiner
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went from a kid who sat in the nosebleed seats at yankee and shea stadiums to ceo of steiner sports

marketing inc one of the largest sports marketing and memorabilia companies in the united states with an

inventory of more than 10 000 collectibles you gotta have balls details steiner s multiple entrepreneurial

adventures where he has both learned and taught others his fair share of rules along the way he

developed some of the most innovative approaches to business methods that many of today s companies

would be wise to observe and employ themselves you gotta have balls follows steiner on his pathway to

success by demonstrating the business philosophies that allowed him to become the powerful magnate

that he is these ideals include first to market is everything ask what else when working with clients to

enhance relationships and elicit more business don t expand just for the sake of expanding do it in areas

and industries where your passion lies how to train employees while they re in the minor leagues to

prepare them for the majors learn to clearly identify ways to help others rather than sell to them to align

employees and partners with their strengths and to discover a path where you re most likely to succeed

Diamond Horoscope 2018 : Scorpio

1994

it s history with the nasty bits left in want to know how to be very rude without anybody knowing some

murky medieval jokes what to say if someone calls you mundungus hackum or jabbernowl get your

revenge with some really wicked words even english teachers will be speechless

Ideas for Promoting Your School Library Media Program

1999

demonstrates tools and techniques for increasing site traffic including overall design exposure to search

engines newsgroups e mail mailing lists linking strategies and online advertising

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States

2012-09-10

a guide to graphic novels for children and pre teens offers historical and genre information provides

collection building tips and discusses how to manage promote and maintain the collection

Taking Your Kids Online : how and when to Introduce Children to the

Internet

1956

this comprehensive guide puts the magazine and book editors who buy children s stories and illustrations

within reach of writers and artists who want to sell their work
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You Gotta Have Balls

1958

Infants' & Children's Review

2002

Shopping Center Operations, Merchandising and Promotion

1998-01-15

Children's Writer's & Illustrator's Market

1998

Children's Writer's and Illustrator's Market '98

2007

Children's Writer Guide To 1998

2005

Nursery Retailer

2008

101 Ways to Promote Your Web Site

2001

The Librarian's Guide to Graphic Novels for Children and Tweens
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2002 Children's Writer's and Illustrator's Market
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